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push

I A NAiVE PUSH
TOWARDS ESCAPISM
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william roberts • andreas bautista •
jon scarpelli • scott simon
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PROGRAM
i.
epilogue
ii.
push I
iii.
over and under (meditation)
iv.
push II
v.
red giants
vi.
the dream sequence
vii.
never grow up
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Push I and Ilwere composed and developed by Push as a group. Epilogue,
Over and Under, Red Giants, The Dream Sequence and Never Grow Up were

composed and programmed by Jon Scarpelli and arranged by Push for
performance.
Andreas Bautista plays the drum set and a 4 ¼-octave marimba. William
Roberts plays the 5-octave marimba. Jon Scarpelli plays synthesizer,
drums and sings. Scott Simon plays the vibraphone and sings.
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We would like to thank Dr. Stephen Steele and. Dr. David Collier.

About the performance. A Naive Push to Escapism is about ignoring
traditional boundaries of genre and putting, what would be, pop music in
an otherwise "art" music setting. We aim to draw attention to the nuance
and craft of pop music by simply misplacing it, that is, losing it within the
structure of a modern chamber group. It ends where it begins.
Intentionally simplistic and sometimes even static, the music has
improvisational elements as well as composed elements and the sound is
mood orientated , sometimes hypnotic and sometimes bombastic.
The title is the broadest explanation of music, as an entity, that we could
come up with. In short. music is a way to stand outside of something and
comment on it based on the naive idea that objectivity is possible at all.
Music is bittersweet. It has definite time parameters yet transcends verbal
or visual communication. Maybe, that sometimes we are lost in sight and
words and that music is truly unique experience without tangible pretense.
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The texts involved deal with duality. Duality in politics (Over and Under), ·
romance (Never Grow Up) spirituality(The Dream Sequence) and nature(Red
Giants). Everything and nothing are impossibilities and in that sense
interchangeable. Given that. how are we to decide the rights and wrongs of
politics, religion, art. music and love?

We hope that through our intent and our energy we can give the audience
an extra-musical experience. Thanks for showing up.
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